NOTE: Be sure to check pre-requisites and restrictions. Some classes may have cross-listings. If a class is full, check the course description to see if the same topic might also be listed as another course that is open.

AFR 304 INTRO TO THE STUDY OF AFRICA
AFR 310K INTRODUCTION TO MODERN AFRICA
AFR 310L INTRODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL AFRICA
AFR 317 5-AFRICA: A VISUAL JOURNEY
AFR 317 HIST OF POP CULTURE IN AFRICA
AFR 317C HIST WOMEN/DEVEL IN 20-C AFR-W
AFR 317C INTRO TO THE STUDY OF AFRICA
AFR 317C PEOPLES AND CULTURES OF AFRICA
AFR 317C YORUBA HISTORY AND CULTURE
AFR 317C YORUBA RELIGIOUS STUDIES
AFR 317C YORUBA WOMEN
AFR 317C 100 YEARS IN AFRICA
AFR 317C CIVILIZATIONS OF AFRICA TO 1800
AFR 317C 3-PEOPLES/CULTURES OF AFRICA
AFR 317C 4-CIVILIZATNS OF AFR TO 1800
AFR 317E 3-LIBERATION IN AFR DIASPORA
AFR 321 AFRICAN DIASP IN AMERICAS-BRA
AFR 322 INTRO TO AFRICAN PREHISTORY
AFR 324 ORIGINS OF COMPLEX SOCTY: AFR
AFR 345 HISTORY OF EAST AFRICA
AFR 345C HISTORY OF WEST AFRICA
AFR 356E BLACK WOMEN AND DANCE
AFR 359N HISTORY OF AFRICA SINCE 1800
AFR 365 POLITICS IN CONTEMP AFRICA
AFR 372D MEDICINE IN AFRICAN HISTORY
AFR 372G AFRICAN HIST IN FILMS & PHOTOS
AFR 372G AFRICAN QUEER STUDIES
AFR 372G AFRICAN TRAVEL NARRATIVES
AFR 372G AFRO-LATIN AMERICA
AFR 372G CARIBBEAN LIT & ENVIRONMENT
AFR 372G CONTEMP AFRICAN POP CULTURE
AFR 372G CREOLE LANGS & THEIR SPEAKERS
AFR 372G GENERATING AFRICAN LITERATURE
AFR 372G HISTORICAL IMAGES AFR IN FILMS
AFR 372G JESUS, AFRICA, AND HISTORY
AFR 372G LIT AND MEDIA IN CARIBBEAN
AFR 372G URBAN SLAVERY IN THE AMERICAS
AFR 372G 3-ARCHAEOL OF AFRICAN THOUGHT
AFR 372G 5-GNDR IN NORTH & WEST AFRICA
AFR 372G 6-AFRICAN WOMEN'S HISTORY
AFR 372G 32-AFRICAN HIST FILMS & PHOTOS
AFR 372G 34-JESUS, AFRICA, AND HISTORY
AFR 374 14-AFRICAN CINEMAS
AFR 374 22-ARCHAEOLOGY OF AFRICAN THOUGHT
AFR 374C APARTHEID: SOUTH AFRICAN HIST
AFR 374C COMMUNITY & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT-RSA
AFR 374C GHANA: COMMUN & SOCL DEVEL-GHANA
AFR 374C HISTORY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
AFR 374C 6-APARTHEID: SOUTH AFR HIST
AFR 374C 7-CARIBBEAN LITERATURE
AFR 374E AFRO-CARIBBEAN POL/CUL-NIC
AFR 374E 6-AFRO-CARIBBEAN DIASPORAS
AFR 374F AFRO-LATINOS: MEMORY/LIT/CUL
AFR 374F INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN ART
AFR 374F MUSIC OF THE AFRICAN DIASPORA
AFR 374F 3-COLONIAL AND AFR-BRITISH LIT
AFR 374F 9-AFRICANA WOMEN’S ART
AFR 374F 11-INTRO TO AFRICAN ART
AFR 374F 12-VISUAL ARTS OF THE CARIBBEAN
AFR 374F 13-DIASPORA VISIONS
AFR 374F 18-HISTORICAL IMAGES AFR IN FILM
E 360S 4-AFRICA AND THE VICTORIANS
GRG 356T INTL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA
HIS 306N 12-INTRO MODERN NORTH AFRICA
HIS 350L BECOMING AFRICAN: EURO IN AFR
MUS 342 MUSIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
SOC 321T SOCIOLOGY OF AFRICA